
SS Arrow
SS Arrow was built by Bethlehem Steel Company, Sparrows Point, Baltimore, Maryland in 1948 as the tanker Olympic Games.
Renamed the Sea Robin in 1960 and finally to Arrow in 1962, the ship was a Liberian-registered tanker.[1] At 551.2 feet (167.9
metres) in length, 68.3 feet (20.7 metres) in width, and a draft of 29.9 feet (9.1 metres), she was an enlarged version of the standard
American wartime tanker design[2] and one of the oldest tankers in the fleet of Aristotle Onassis, owned by the Sun Navigation
Company. The Arrow ran aground and spilled its load of oil into Chedabucto Bay on February 4, 1970. It remains the most
significant oil spill off Canada’s East Coast[3] (with some 10,000 tonnes or about 25% of the amount spilled by the Exxon Valdez in
Alaska in 1989.) Only the MV Kurdistan comes close when that vessel spilled about 6,000 tons of oil after breaking apart just south
of Cabot Strait on March 15, 1979.
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Arrow took on approximately 16,000 tons (10 million litres) of bunker C oil in Aruba, off the coast of Venezuela under charter to
Imperial Oil Limited, bound for the Stora paper mill in Point Tupper, Nova Scotia. On February 4, 1970 in Chedabucto Bay, off the
east coast of Nova Scotia in a gale and only 14.6 nautical miles from her destination, she ran hard aground on Cerberus Rock, a
known, well-charted hazard to navigation. The tanker ran aground mid-morning, halfway between high and low tide, being driven by
60 knot southwesterly winds and blinded by a heavy mist. The impact drove the forward section of the tanker onto the rock formation
wedging it with the starboard side hard against the rock pinnacle. Efforts to free her from the rock failed as did efforts to pump her
cargo into salvage vessels and pounded by wind and wave action broke in two on February 8, 1970 spilling about two-thirds of her
cargo. The subsequent inquiry revealed that Arrow's depth sounder had not been operational for two months, her autogyro compass
showed a permanent error of three degrees west and her radar failed about an hour before she ran aground.

The crew was taken off the vessel late into the night on February 4, 1970. After four days of rough seas and weather pounding the
vessel against the rock, the deck plates and side plating began to buckle. On February 8, 1970 the tanker split into two sections. Both
the stern and bow sections sank in an upright position and little damage was done to the storage tanks and cargo hold in the stern
section. Of the ships 30 cargo tanks, only 9 tanks remained intact after the vessel sank, all of which were located in the stern section
of the tanker. Salvage operations began in the end of February 1970 to pump all of the remaining Bunker C out of the tanks which
remained intact. After deployments consisting of 22 days all together, all remaining Bunker C was removed by April 11, 1970.

On February 5, 1970 a mile long oil slick had formed and was heading for Cape Breton Island, the northern side of the bay. Small
aircraft attempted to disperse the oil dropping a chemical dispersant known as COREXIT on the spill, but this failed. The oil spread
and washed ashore on many beaches in the bay. In a week’s span, the oil spread to occupy 75 miles of beachheads and threatened to
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spread even further. In the end the oil spill claimed 190 miles of shoreline and some amount of pollution still remains to day eating

away at the local environment. The clean-up took months to complete. The pollution caused by the spill handicapped the fishing
industry in the bay. Studies were performed on the pollution by testing local fish and crustacean life in the bay. Fisherman were
catching lobsters and fish completely coated in Bunker C.[4] The Fisheries Research Board of Canada performed a series of

experiments in May 1970 to evaluate the cleanliness of the aquatic life in the bay. They came up with a series of rules for the
commercial fishing business to abide by for the health of humans consuming their products. In all aspects the cost of cleaning the
spill and the cost of the environmental impact cost the local government millions.

As preparations began to pump the oil from the sunken tanker, the Curb, a salvage barge from New York, was dispatched to help
assist with pumping the remaining fuel out of the cargo tanks. In preparation for the Curb Royal Canadian Navy divers performed
tests with equipment that would be used to penetrate the tanks on the Arrow and attach hose fittings so the fuel could be pumped out
of the tanks. The challenge was the fuel had to be heated before it could be pumped out. The Curb was equipped with special steam
pumps so steam could be pumped down into the tanks to heat the Bunker C. After the fuel was pumped out of the cargo tanks, the
fuel was transferred to the Irving Whale, an oil transfer barge. Because of limited capacity on the Irving Whale assisting with the
removal of Bunker C and intermittent weather foul conditions, the whole operation was completed in three phases totaling over 22
days. Over 36,924 barrels of Bunker C fuel was recovered from the sunken vessel over the three deployments. The load was split
between the Irving Whale and the smaller Imperial Cornwall. On conclusion of the operation, both the Irving Whale and the Imperial
Cornwall were towed to Halifax where the oil was unloaded. Irving Whale would become the subject of another oil spill on 7
September 1970 when she sank in the Gulf of St. Lawrence between Prince Edward Island and the Magdalen Islands.

At present the wreck still rests alongside Cerberus Rock split into two sections. On August 28, 2015 a Transport Canada aircraft
spotted an oil leak in the vicinity of the wreck and closer inspection revealed a crack in one of Arrow's decks. A patch was installed
in October which would allow more time for a plan to pump out the remaining oil.[5] In November 2015, cleanup crews successfully
removed 30,000 litres of oil from the wreck.[6]
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Shipwreck Details

Description ARROW was an enlarged version of the standard American
wartime tanker design. She was one of the oldest tankers in the
fleet of Aristotle Onassis, owned by the holding company
Sunstone Marine Panama.
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Story On February 4, 1970 ARROW was approaching Port Hawkesbury
under charter to Imperial Oil Limited and just about to complete
a voyage from Aruba. She was carrying 10 million litres of
Bunker "C" oil bound for a paper company near Point Tupper.
Entering Chedabucto Bay, the tanker encountered severe
weather and gale force winds. She ran aground on Cerberus
Rock, a well-known navigational hazard that lies in wait just
below the surface of the bay. While it initially appeared that there
was no threat of fuel leakage, the heavy weather continued to
pound the stricken tanker. Imperial Oil issued an oil spill alert
and the crew were evacuated. By the next day, an oil slick one
mile long had formed and on the 8th, the ship finally split in two,
with the stern sinking in deeper water. Attempts to take off the
cargo were not successful nor were the attempts to recover her
stern. In all, about 10,330 tons of fuel were spilled, coating 75
miles of the shoreline with thick black sludge threatening
wildlife and the fishery. Shore cleanup was a long difficult
process as was the transfer of what was left of the oil aboard
ARROW to the barge, IRVING WHALE (Ironically the IRVING
WHALE became an another environmental concern a few
months later when she sank off Prince Edward Island with oil
and PCBs which had to be recovered in 1996.) The final retrieval
of oil from the ARROW wreck was completed on April 11 and
pioneered many clean-up techniques used in later tanker
disasters. While the ecosystem of Chedabucto Bay recovered
more quickly than expected, much of ARROW's oil remains in
sands and rocks where the long-term effects remain to be seen.
Her bow and stern sections have become popular recreational
dive sites.

Vessel
Type

Steam Turbine, Tanker

Type of
Event

Loss

Nature of
Event

Grounded

Cause of
Event

Unknown

Date of
Wreck

1970-02-04

Location Chedabucto Bay
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Cargo Bunker C oil

Lives Lost

Voyage
from

Voyage to

Remarks

Ship Construction

Built at

Date

Official
Number

961

Registered
at

Monrovia, Montserrado , Liberia

Date

Propulsion Steam turbine

Rig None

Details Built by Bethlehem Sparrows Pt. Shipyard.

Looking for more information on this wreck? Go to our Shipwreck Research Page.

Looking for more Shipwrecks? Try another search.

enter a search select a search field
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10 Creepy Shipwrecks You Can Actually Explore In Nova
Scotia

narcity.com/ca/ns/halifax/things-to-do-in-hfx/10-creepy-shipwrecks-you-can-actually-explore-in-nova-scotia

Things To Do In Halifax

Can't wait for the water to warm up this summer.

@kejixun
As the waters warm up and summer approaches,  divers from all over the world flock to Nova
Scotia, hoping to discover virgin shipwrecks off our shores and looking to explore the popular
wrecks we have discovered!  Tour the harbours and shores of our province this summer from
below sea level this season by joining a chartered scuba tour of the surreal shipwrecks we’ve
listed below.

Read Also: 12 Breathtaking Nova Scotian Islands You Must Visit At Least Once

Scuba diving requires a PADI certification process,  and in order to explore many of the
wrecks below divers must apply for permits.  These ships have become historic Canadian
sites, so divers should be respectful and safe during all aquatic explorations.  Keep an eye on
water conditions and research scuba diving companies before heading out on your next
expedition. 
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Via Ingo Vollmer

SS Arrow // Chedabucto Bay

En route from Aruba to Point Tupper,  the SS Arrow ran aground on Cerberus Rock in February
of 1970, causing just over 6 million litres of it’s oil cargo to spill, covering the beaches and
waters surrounding Cape Breton Island.  Today chartered dives are lead through the wreck by
Vipi Lodge and Dive shop.
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http://scubadiverlife.com/13488/#jp-carousel-13500


Via The Scuba Guys

HMCS Saguenay // Lunenburg

One of the more popular wreck dives in Nova Scotia, scuba divers visiting Lunenburg are
invited to join chartered expeditions through this sunken 366-foot Canadian destroyer ship
from Lunenburg Ocean Adventures.

Prudent // Louisbourg Harbour

This French warship from 1758 was destroyed by the British  during the Second Siege of
Louisbourg and now sits at the bottom of the Louisbourg Harbour.  Divers can apply for a
permit to explore the wreck as it considered a historic site. 

Evelyn // Louisbourg Harbour

Located just outside the harbour, Evelyn is a 20  century near Green Island that also requires
a permit for exploration.  Divers can charter a private visit to Evelyn and Prudent by reaching
out to Harvey Morash at Louisbourg Scuba.

Via Eco Divers of Cape Breton

Le Celebre // Louisbourg Harbour
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Another common Nova Scotian wreck that divers love to explore  is the 17  century Le
Celebre wreck, where the Eco Divers of Cape Breton often lead expeditions that you should
definitely look into!

Via Cape Breton News

Astrea // Gooseberry Cove

Explore this unique Cape Breton Island cove  and discover the 18  century Astrea wreck,
located 33 meters below the surface.  Take in the colorful marine life and interesting rock
formations of the cove while exploring this wreck!
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Via KimInNB

Montara // Gooseberry Cove

Just 20 meters below the surface of Gooseberry Cove  lies the Montara wreck, which divers
can visit during the exploration of this rich aquatic region.  Less experienced divers should
contact Harvey Morash at Louisbourg Scuba for a safe tour of these wrecks.
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Via Vipi Lodge

Wreck of the Baleine // Red Head Shoal

Head out for another dive with the folks at Vipi Lodge and explore this colorful 40 meter
Shelburne wreck for a chance to see intact anchors, boilers and even some parts of the ship's
engine.

Via Brendan Donaher
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Salerno // Herring Cove

For an easy dive near Halifax head out on a chartered exploration  of the Salerno, which sank
on the Litchfield Shoal near Herring Cove over 100 years ago.  Contact Torpedo Rays to
arrange for a tour of the wreck before heading out! 

Via Greg Croft

Humboldt Wreck // Bear Cove

South of Bear Cove the Humboldt sits 65 feet below the surface,  and can be toured by groups
through Shearwater Scuba in Dartmouth!

 Share on Facebook
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